
DIY  

When raising chickens for meat, 
protection from predators is key, as is 
daily maintenance of their living space to 
keep things clean.  With a chicken 
“tractor”, you can feel confident they are 
safe from the most ferocious of predators 
and you will use a system that ensures 
your chickens have a new, clean space 
every day, since the housing is 
completely portable! This simple design 
uses 1” PVC pipe and fittings for easy 
assembly and long lasting durability. 
Enjoy your newly fertilized land! 

 
Aviation snips or similar to cut chicken wire 

Work gloves 

Hack saw or similar to cut PVC pipe 
 

9x   10-foot lengths 1” PVC pipe 

4x   1” PVC tee fittings  

4x   1” PVC elbow fittings 

8x   1” PVC side outlet elbow (corner) fittings 

6’ x 8’ Tarp for roof  

50 nylon cable ties, at least 5” long 

Around 20’ of clothesline or similar rope 

At least 32’ of 36” tall chicken wire (for added 

security you can use hardware cloth) 
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Carefully measure and cut the PVC pipes according 

to above cut list using hack saw.  The 18” lengths can 

be cut from the scraps of the 5’ and 6’ cuts. 

Using 2 each of the 5’ and 6’ lengths and 4 of the side outlet 

elbows/corners, assemble the bottom frame, which will be a 

5’x6’ rectangle.  Make sure all side outlet elbows point up.  

Install 4 of the 2’ lengths into the tops of each corner. 

Assemble door frame as shown, using elbows, 18” 

lengths and remaining 5’ lengths. Cover door with 

chicken wire cut to size and attached with ties.  

Attach to crossbar of main structure using loosely 

tied rope to allow door to open and close easily. 

Flip frame upright and fold out the flaps at the bottom. Cover 

remaining opening at top of frame with chicken wire, securing 

with cable ties and overlapping at seam in the middle.  Fold at 

overlap to eliminate gap. Cover with tarp for a roof, securing 

with rope where convenient and making sure to cover the food 

and some of the sides to reduce wind. Tie loops of rope around 

frame to make pulling tractor easier.  Bring on the chickens! 

Flip structure and attach one end of chicken wire to a corner 

with cable ties.  Make sure the wire extends upward by 1 

foot.  Continue attaching by wrapping around the frame and 

secure with ties at the corners and along the frame. Cut 

chicken wire at corners straight down to the frame to create 

flaps.  Cut away excess. 
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  PVC PIPE CUT LIST:  

Assemble top frame as shown. A crossbar for hanging 

food & water is made with the 28” pieces supported by the 

2’ piece & tee foot. Attach top to bottom via 2’ lengths.  

1’ 
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